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Abstract: One of the most widely known representatives of the apatite family is hydroxyapatite,
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. This mineral is a part of the human dental and bone tissues, and, therefore, is
widely used in medicine. Less known is oxyapatite, Ca10(PO4)6O, which has the same biocom-
patibility as hydroxyapatite. In this work, it is shown that oxyapatite can be obtained by heating
hydroxyapatite powder at 1000 ◦C in vacuum. IR and NMR spectroscopy proved the absence of
the hydroxyl groups in the apatite obtained. In the IR spectrum, the presence of new absorption
bands of phosphate groups, indicating a symmetry disorder, was observed. Density functional theory
modeling confirmed lowering of symmetry for the oxyapatite structure. Modeling the IR spectrum of
oxyapatite made it possible to identify the experimentally observed new absorption bands. According
to the modeling, the presence of a vacancy in a hydroxyl channel of the apatite structure lowered
the symmetry. Powder X-ray diffraction data confirmed that full dehydroxylation of hydroxyapatite
led to a decrease in symmetry to triclinic phase. Comparison of the formation energies showed that
formation of the hydroxyapatite phase was more preferable than that of oxyapatite, which explains
apatite’s tendency to rehydroxylation. It was shown that the solubility of oxyapatite in water was
comparable to that of hydroxyapatite.

Keywords: oxyapatite; crystal structure; powder diffraction; IR; NMR; density functional theory

1. Introduction

Research in the field of medical materials is one of the most important and actively
developing areas of science. Hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) is one of the important
biomaterials used in regenerative medicine since it is an analogue of the mineral component
of human bone tissue. HA is used for bone augmentation, maxillofacial reconstruction,
spinal fusion, periodontal disease repairs and bone fillers after tumor surgery [1–5]. For
medical purposes, synthetic HA is usually used, as natural HA, due to a high flexibility
of apatite structure, contains various structural defects and additional ions that are not
always useful for the body [6]. Due to the tendency for substitution, biological HA,
which forms the mineral basis of bone and tooth enamel, also contains various important
foreign ions [7]. The influence of various defects on the change in HA properties is
convincingly shown using computational theoretical methods of the density functional
theory (DFT) [8–14]. Revealing the role of various structural defects and changes in HA
is important for practical applications of HA, as well as in the synthesis of artificial HA,
during the thermal treatment of synthesized HA. These HA features can be effectively
investigated by combining experimental and theoretical methods.

The HA unit cell contains 10 calcium cations located in two nonequivalent positions:
four cations in the Ca1 site, each surrounded by nine oxygen atoms, and six cations
in the Ca2 site, each surrounded by seven oxygen atoms [15]. In addition to calcium
ions, the HA elementary cell has six phosphate and two hydroxyl groups. The latter are
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located on the c axis in a hexagonal channel formed by calcium and oxygen ions from
phosphate tetrahedrons.

The crystal lattice of stoichiometric HA, with a Ca/P ratio of 1.67, has a high enough
thermal stability to allow HA heat treatment up to 1300 ◦C [16,17]. However, it must
be borne in mind that this procedure must not take place in a dry atmosphere, as the
heating of the HA is accompanied by a process of dehydroxylation with a release of water
molecules [18], which must be recovered when the material cools (reversible process). A
noticeable rate of dehydroxylation starts at 850–900 ◦C [19] and leads to the formation
of vacancies in the position of the hydroxyl groups in the HA crystal lattice. Hence,
upon heating, the formation of oxyhydroxyapatite (OHA) takes place as a result of the
following reaction:

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 → Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2−2xOx + xH2O (1)

The two nearest hydroxyl groups participate in the production of one OH vacancy.
One of them will be removed, the other donates the H+ ion to form one neutral molecule of
water, which then diffuses on the particle surface:

2OH− → VOH + O2− + H2O (2)

where VOH is the OH group vacancy.
The vacancy and the oxide ion remaining, instead of two hydroxyl groups, retain the

electroneutrality of the system. This experimental result is in accordance with the results of
modeling [8].

The dehydroxylation process is affected by the kinetic factors, the heating rate and
the water vapor partial pressure. The slower the heating rate, the more hydroxyl groups
will leave the structure during heating to a certain temperature [17,20]. When fully dehy-
droxylated, the apatite structure has the chemical formula of Ca10(PO4)6O and is called
oxyapatite (OA). It has been reported that this condition of apatite is highly reactive [21],
in particular, it has a higher solubility in water than HA [5,22]. This suggests that OA is
a more promising material for use as a bioresorbable material in reconstructive medicine.
However, some authors believe that OA cannot be obtained in its pure form [23], so its
properties have been poorly investigated.

Obtaining OA is not a trivial task because cooling of OA in air is accompanied by
rehydroxylation. This is due to the fact that reactions (1, 2) are reversible, so an increase in
the water vapor pressure and a decrease in the temperature lead to incorporation of water
into the OA structure [18]. The formation and existence of OA needs very rigidly controlled
conditions. The concentration of the restored hydroxyl groups depends on the heating
temperature, the density of the substance, and the water partial pressure [17]. In addition,
overheating of OA leads to a decomposition of the surface layer with the formation of a
mixture of α-tricalcium phosphate and tetracalcium phosphate or calcium oxide by the
following reactions, respectively [18,22]:

Ca10(PO4)6O→ 2Ca3(PO4)2 + Ca4O(PO4)2 (3)

Ca10(PO4)6O→ 3Ca3(PO4)2 + CaO (4)

The OA decomposition also depends on the heating rate and the water partial pressure.
OA decomposes in vacuum at temperatures above 1050 ◦C [21]. When heated in a moist
atmosphere, decomposition is observed at 1300–1400 ◦C [17,18]. By providing a water
partial pressure of 500 mm Hg in the sintering atmosphere, it is possible to shift the
decomposition process to a temperature of 1475 ◦C [18,20].

Despite the fact that the first publications devoted to the process of HA dehydrox-
ylation appeared in 1933 [24], there are very few works on the preparation and study
of the properties of OA [15,18,25–29]. Controversial structural data on OA are given in
the literature (Table 1). Obviously, these contradictions are related to the difficulties of
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obtaining and analyzing OA. Thus, the authors of review articles [27,30] inform us that OA
has hexagonal symmetry with space group P. Elliott reported that OA retains the structure
of HA, P63/m [15]. The determination of the lattice parameters of HA during heating in
vacuum at 800 ◦C showed that the OA a parameter is less than, while the OA c parameter
is higher than, the corresponding values a and c for HA [21].

Table 1. Structural parameters of the oxyapatite reported in the literature.

Crystal System Space Group a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) α (◦) β (◦) γ (◦) Reference

Hexagonal
P63/m 9.40 9.40 6.89 90 90 120 [15]

P6 9.432 9.432 6.881 90.3 90 119.9 [25–28]

Triclinic P1 9.4002 9.3970 6.8997 90.063 89.748 119.997 [29]

In this work, the structure of OA is studied experimentally using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), infra-red (IR) and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopies, and theoretically within the framework of the density functional
theory (DFT).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples Preparation and Characterization

HA nanopowder with Ca/P ratio of 1.67 was used as a precursor. HA nanopowder
was synthesized in the AGO-2 planetary ball mill by means of mechanochemical method.
A detailed description of the synthesis procedure can be found in our previous paper [17].
Briefly, a mixture of CaHPO4 (pure grade, Vekton, Saint Petersburg, Russia) and freshly
calcined CaO (analytical grade, Vekton, Saint Petersburg, Russia) powders was treated in
the mill for 30 min. The powder obtained was a single-phase HA. The results of element
analysis obtained by an S2 Puma X-ray fluorescent spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) are
presented in Table S1. The analysis indicated that the ratio of Ca/P in the synthesized
material was 1.67. The concentration of other elements in the sample did not exceed 1 wt %
and was explained by the insufficiently high purity of the initial reagents.

A portion of the HA nanopowder was annealed in air atmosphere in a high-temperature
electrical furnace PVK-1.6-5 (Teplopribor, Ekaterinburg, Russia) at 1000 ◦C for 1 h and at a
cooling rate of 5 ◦C/min (sample A). The OA sample (sample B) was obtained by annealing
the HA nanopowder in a vacuum furnace SNVE-1,7/20 at 1000 ◦C for 1 h in vacuum 1 mPa
with cooling in vacuum.

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of the samples obtained were recorded on a
D8 Advance powder diffractometer (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) with Bragg–Brentano ge-
ometry using Cu–Kα radiation. PXRD patterns were collected in the interval 10◦ < 2Θ < 90◦

with a step size of ∆2θ = 0.0195◦ and a counting time of 53 s per step. X-ray phase analysis
of the samples was carried out using PDF-4 database (ICDD, Release 2011). The unit
cell parameters and crystallite size were determined by the Rietveld method using Topas
4.2 software. Initial structural data on the HA and OA phases were borrowed from ref. [31]
and [29], respectively.

FTIR spectra were recorded on a Scimitar-FTS 2000 spectrometer (Digilab LLC, Ran-
dolph, MA, USA) using the KBr pellet method.

The morphology of the particles was analyzed using a Hitachi TM1000 (Hitachi, Tokyo,
Japan) scanning electron microscope (SEM). Powder was fixed on conductive double sided
carbon tape. Before the study, the surface of the samples was coated with a 15 nm thick
sputtered gold layer.

Solid-state NMR experiments were detected on an Avance III 500 spectrometer (Bruker,
Karlsruhe, Germany) at a resonance frequency of 500 MHz for 1H experiments and 200 MHz
for 31P experiments. Magic angle spinning (MAS) spectra were acquired using a 4 mm
probe at a sample rotation frequency of 10 kHz.
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The resorption of HA and OA in water was determined for pressed pellets with
identical mass (~0.67 g). The pellets, after preliminary drying at 105 ◦C, were placed in
tubes with 13 mL of distilled water (each pellet in a separate tube). The tubes with samples
were covered with lids and placed in a thermostat at 37 ◦C. During the experiment, a daily
change of water was carried out, and the mass of pellets was measured once a week after
preliminary drying at 105 ◦C.

2.2. Computational Details

The ground state electronic structure of atomic models was calculated within DFT
using the QUANTUM ESPRESSO package [32,33]. The many-body electronic interactions
were evaluated using hybrid density functional HSE06 [34,35] which is important for
achievement of correct energy and geometry of HA materials [12,13]. Core states were
described by means of optimized norm-conserved (ONCV) pseudopotentials [36,37], while
the kinetic energy cut-offs of 60 and 240 Ry for expansions of the Khon–Sham wave
functions and semi-local potential. The exact exchange operator was calculated using the
plane wave cut-off of 120 Ry. We verified the selection of these values in [13].

The forces acting on atoms were evaluated based on the calculated ground state
electronic structure. The search of the stable atomic configuration was performed using
BFGS minimization of total energy, which was continued while any component of force at
any atom was higher than 10−4 Ryd/Bohr.

The less precise generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA) [38] was used for
resource-demanding phonon calculations required for IR spectra modeling. The phonons
and Born effective charges were evaluated at Γ point using the density-functional perturba-
tion approach. The acoustic sum rule was applied to three translation degrees of freedom.
The IR transmission T was evaluated as T = exp(−K·σ), where K is an adjusted parameter
depending on the density and depth of the sample (we assumed K = 0.001), and σ is the IR
intensities, smeared by 1 meV width Gaussian function.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. SEM Investigation

Figure 1 illustrates the images of particles of samples A (annealing in air) and B
(annealing in vacuum). The samples consisted of dense, irregularly shaped particles,
typical of the mechanochemical synthesis process [39]. Approximately the same size of
particles was observed in samples A and B. The size ranged from 1 µm to 300 µm. From
Figure 1, it can be concluded that the atmosphere in which HA powder is heated does not
affect the morphology of the cooled particles.
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3.2. Powder Diffraction

The PXRD data showed that the samples annealed in air and vacuum were the same
(Figure 2). All reflections belonged to the HA phase (card PDF 000-09-0432) with hexagonal
symmetry P63/m. At the same time, these samples had different lattice parameters and
crystallite sizes (Table 2). The sample annealed in air had parameters corresponding to
the stoichiometric HA [17], but the sample heated under vacuum had a smaller value of
the a parameter and a larger value of the c parameter. The unit cell volume for sample B
decreased by approximately 1 Å3 and the crystallite size was reduced twice due to heating
in vacuum. At the same time, reliability factors Rwp and GOF for the refinement of the unit
cell parameters of sample B were significantly worse than for sample A. Refinement of the
parameters in space group P6 did not give a significant improvement of reliability factors.
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Table 2. Refined crystallographic characteristics of samples in the hexagonal setting.

Sample
Name

Annealing
Conditions Space Group a (Å) c (Å) V (Å3)

Crystallite
Size (nm) Rwp/GOF

A Air P63/m 9.42378(6) 6.88104(6) 529.218(9) 220(4) 5.69/2.06

B Vacuum P63/m 9.4060(3) 6.8950(2) 528.30(4) 106(8) 11.9/2.87
P6 9.4089(3) 6.8965(3) 528.67(4) 100(5) 10.4/3.13

Figure 3 shows that, in the case of heating in a vacuum condition, broadening and
shifting of some reflections were observed. The reason may be the splitting of the reflections
as a result of lattice distortion, as proposed by Henning et al. [29]. Based on synchrotron
PXRD data, the authors established that the structure of the material with a high degree of
dehydroxylation lowered the symmetry to triclinic phase and could be determined in space
group P1 [29]. In our case, the lattice parameters for sample B, refined in space group P1
(Table 3), had a slight deviation from the values obtained for the hexagonal setting (Table 2).
Table 3 shows that, in the trigonal settings for sample B, the a and b parameters differed
from each other, α and β angles had a little deviation from 90◦, γ angle was almost equal
to 120◦, and reliability factors had lower values than in the case of other settings. The
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region of 46–54◦2θ of the Rietveld refinement plot in the different space groups is shown in
Figure S1.
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Table 3. Refined crystallographic characteristics of sample B in the triclinic setting with a space
group P1.

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) α (◦) β (◦) γ (◦) V (Å3) Rwp/GOF

9.4115(4) 9.4077(4) 6.8953(2) 90.01(1) 89.83(4) 120.04(1) 528.50(4) 6.3/1.9

3.3. DFT Study of Crystal Structures

The perfect HA crystal has a hexagonal unit cell which contains 44 atoms, namely, ten
calcium atoms, six phosphate tetrahedrons and two hydroxyl groups. The OH groups are
placed in a one-dimensional channel with walls formed by Ca cations. Each OH group
is located in the center of the calcium triangle with a slight offset from the plane of the
triangle [15].

For OA, we consider the atomic model obtained from the HA unit cell by removing
two OH groups and placing a single O atom in the calcium channel. This corresponds
to a fully dehydrated HA with x = 1 in Equation (1). The relaxation of the OA structure
may depend on the initial position of the added O atom. We considered several initial
configurations for this atom and found that the lowest potential energy was achieved for
the position of O in the vicinity of the positions of one of the OH groups (c/4 or 3c/4), not
between the two OH groups (c/2). Sometimes we observed spontaneous transitions from
the c/2 site to c/4. Therefore, the most favorable position of the oxygen ion when there was
only one oxygen ion in the channel (a vacancy instead of a second one), was in the center of
the calcium triangle. This result was consistent with those obtained by other authors [14].

Note that there were several local minima in the potential energy surface for OA, which
depended on the selection of the initial cell geometry. The structures obtained starting from
HA cell parameters and from parameters for sample B (Table 2) resulted in the formation
of enthalpies ~0.1 eV higher than the lowest results, which points to their instabilities. The
lowest energy configuration was achieved after successive application of PBE- functional
and HSE-level relaxations. On the first step, the relaxation was performed at PBE level
without fixation of hexagonal symmetry. On the second step, the triclinic cell obtained was
symmetrized to hexagonal and relaxed using HSE functional. The differences between
triclinic and hexagonal crystal properties (both obtained at HSE level) were subtle (~0.01 Å
for cell parameters, ~0.1◦ for cell angles and ~0.01 eV/cell for formation enthalpies), so we
reported the results for the hexagonal cell.
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Table 4 presents the results of the relaxation of atomic structures for HA and OA
models. Additionally, we considered the hypothetical structure of HA with an empty OH
channel (Ca5(PO4)3), denoted as “HA w/o OH”. This structure is also considered as a
probable configuration of HA surface layers in a hydrogen-poor environment [40]. The
charge neutrality of such a cell is preserved by the trapping of two electrons. The structural
data of the structures simulated are available in the Supplementary Materials. The cell
parameters reported in Table 4 for HA were in good agreement with experimental values
for sample A (Table 2), the bulk modulus was close to the reference value of 89 GPa, and
the enthalpy of formation was underestimated only by 8% [41].

Table 4. Calculated parameters of HA, OA and “HA w/o OH” atomic models: cell parameters a and
c, bulk modulus B, formation enthalpy ∆fH.

Material a (Å) c (Å) B (GPa) ∆fH (eV/cell)

HA 9.481 6.859 88 −128.49

OA 9.442 6.888 79 −123.16

HA w/o OH 9.549 6.747 69 −117.68

The consideration of enthalpies of formation (Table 4) showed that in abundance of
hydrogen, HA will be formed. In the absence of hydrogen, the formation of OA was more
preferable than HA without OHs. The last enthalpy of formation was close to that of
other tricalcium phosphates (TCPs) [13], so that a structure with an empty OH channel, as
expected, was not stable with respect to the phase transition to TCPs, according to reactions
(3) and (4).

The cell parameters obtained for OA (Table 4) agreed well with those measured for
sample B (Table 2). In addition, the lattice parameter dynamics for the transition from HA
to OA, observed in the experimental data (Table 2), were repeated for the calculated data
(Table 4): the value of c increased and a decreased upon transition from HA to OA (from
sample A to sample B). This fact suggests the feasibility of the OA atomic model.

Figure 4 compares atomic structures of HA and OA obtained as a result of DFT
simulations. The main difference between the structures was the formation of Ca–O bonds
with a length of ~2.15 Å in the hexagonal calcium channel (in bulk CaO and in HA, this
length is ~2.5 Å). The bonds are formed between the oxygen and calcium triangle in the
center of which it is located. In order to consider the bonding character, we considered the
electron localization functions, ELF [42,43], which are the spatial dimensionless quantities,
0 < ELF < 1. The values of ELF of about 0.5 correspond to regions where electrons are
delocalized, such as in a homogeneous gas; the values of ELF close to 0 correspond to an
electron depletion region; and close to 1, to an electron gathering region. The consideration
of ELF for the OA model showed (Figure S2) that the ELF distribution near Ca cations
that were close to the O anion in the channel was practically the same as near other Ca
cations. This means that a strong covalent bond was not formed and the bond nature was
mostly ionic. This conclusion was also supported by charge transfer analysis and bond
lengths considerations. However, the presence of the O anion in the channel led to the
contraction of the calcium triangle (Figure 4b). The next lower lying calcium triangle had
no oxygen at the center (there was a vacancy), and as a result, the triangle expanded. In
this regard, Ca triangles, which were identical in symmetry in HA, became nonequivalent
in OA. Noteworthy were the rotations of PO4 groups in response to changes in the calcium
channel. The phosphorus sites were also not equivalent in OA, in contrast to HA. This led
to a decrease in the symmetry from P63/m to P1, which was consistent with the PXRD data.
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3.4. IR Spectroscopy

Figure 5a,b presents experimentally observed IR spectra of the samples obtained.
The spectrum of sample A annealed in air contained absorption bands corresponding to
the stoichiometric HA [15], namely, vibrations of PO4 tetrahedrons and hydroxyl groups
(Table 5). The classification of vibrations can be considered on the basis of the isolated per-
fect PO4 tetrahedron, which exhibits four vibration modes [44]: ν1—symmetrical stretching,
ν2—symmetrical bending, ν3—asymmetrical stretching and ν4—asymmetrical bending.
The first two modes are doubly degenerate and IR silent, while the last two—triply de-
generate and IR active. In a crystal, some modes may split and shift due to symmetry
decrease and modes ν1 and ν2 may become IR active. Vibrations of the hydroxyl group are
of two types: νS—stretching of O–H bond and νL—libration of the group [45]. In addition
to the absorption bands of the phosphate tetrahedron and hydroxyl group, the IR spectrum
of sample A contained a wide absorption band of water at 1624 and 3432 cm−1, which were
the result of sample preparation (sorption of water by KBr).

Table 5. The correspondence between the observed and theoretical vibration bands.

Type of
Vibration

Wavenumber (cm−1)

Sample A Sample B Model HA Model OA

O–P–O, ν2 473 Out of range 420 380, 420

Ca–O, ν* – 447, 475 – 470, 490

O–P–O, ν4 573, 602 556, 569, 584, 606 520, 560 530, 580

OH, νL 630 – 640 –

P–O, ν1 960 944, 972 880 900, 920

P–O, ν3 1048, 1065, 1090 1005, 1058, 1090 950, 1000 970, 1000, 1020

O–H, νS 3570 – 3640 –
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A comparison of the experimentally observed IR spectra of sample A and sample B
indicated that νL and νS vibrations of the hydroxyl group were absent in the spectrum
of hydrated sample B (Figure 5a,b). This was consistent with the assumption made on
the basis of the PXRD data that sample B was OA. In addition, there were splittings and
shifts of the absorption bands of the phosphate ion (Table 5), that point to changes in the
nearest environment.

To identify new absorption bands observed in the IR spectrum of sample B, we
simulated the IR spectra of HA and OA atomic models (Figure 5c). The peaks observed
were then compared with the modes of vibrations and mapping was performed (Table 5)
using consideration of the calculated atom displacements.
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The spectrum calculated for the HA model well reproduced the experimentally ob-
served bands for sample A. The width of the bands was not reproduced since constant
1 meV smearing was used for calculations, and the systematic shift between theoretical and
experimental positions of the bands was mentioned by other authors [45,46].

The OH libration and stretching modes were not observed in the simulated spectra of
OA. Comparing the experimental IR spectrum of sample B and the simulated OA spectrum,
we made the following band attribution for the experimental spectrum. The bands at 447
and 475 cm−1 in the spectrum of sample B (denoted as ν* in Figure 5 and Table 5) originated
from the vibrations of the O atom located in the channel at the center of the calcium triangle.
The wide ν1 band contained two components: a component observed for sample B at 944
and 972 cm−1, and the one calculated for the OA model at 900 and 920 cm−1. Such splitting
was absent in spectra for sample A and for the HA model. According to Elliot [15] such
splitting of ν1 band of PO4 is one of distinguishing features of OA. This splitting was the
evidence for symmetry non-equivalence of PO4 groups in sample B, which was expected
for OA.

3.5. NMR Spectroscopy

NMR spectra of synthesized samples are presented in Figure 6. The NMR parameters
of the lines observed are given in Table 6. The fitting of lines observed was carried out in
accordance with the literature data [47–49].
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Table 6. 1H and 31P chemical shift parameters for the synthesized samples.

Sample
Name

1H 31P

V–OH–V OH–V–OH OH–OH PO43− PO43−

A

δiso (ppm) – – 0.01 2.27 –

Width (Hz) – – 189 91 –

Area (arb. un.) – – 1.7 × 106 8.2 × 107 –

B

δiso (ppm) 7.80 5.29 0.02 2.33 6.11

Width (Hz) 714 630 309 574 247

Area (arb. un.) 8.7 × 104 3.7 × 104 2.2 × 104 3.6 × 107 1.6 × 107

1H MAS NMR spectrum of sample A (Figure 6a) contained only one signal corre-
sponding to the hydroxyl group in HA [47–49]. The same line was present in sample
B (δiso = 0.02 ppm), but its area was 1% of the area observed in sample A (Table 6). In
addition to this barely noticeable line, the spectrum of sample B also contained weak lines
at 5.29 and 7.80 ppm. The same lines, but very intensive, were observed by Hartmann
et al. [48] in the spectrum of OHA, obtained by the heating of HA up to 1280 ◦C. Based
on 2D double-quantum correlation spectra, the authors established that lines at 5.29 and
7.80 ppm arise from OH− groups, which are adjacent to vacancies. It is likely that line
5.29 ppm represents OH− positions missing only one neighboring hydroxyl ion, whereas
line 7.80 ppm is the signal of isolated OH− groups in the channel. In our case, the total
area of three signals observed in the 1H spectrum of sample B was only 8% of the area of
the signal from the hydroxyl group observed in sample A. This led us to believe that the
amount of hydroxyl groups in sample B was very low, and that these groups were most
likely present in the surface layer of the particles due to the rehydroxylation in the air. The
amount of OH− groups should decrease with depth: so that the uppermost layer contains
the hexagonal channel completely filled with OH− groups with the signal at 0.02 ppm;
then the layer of alternating vacancies and OH− with the signal at 5.29 ppm; followed by a
layer in which isolated OH− groups are far apart; the central part (the major part) of the
particle does not contain hydroxyl groups.

The intense quite narrow signal of HA phosphate tetrahedra [48] at 2.27 ppm was
observed in the 31P NMR spectrum of sample A (Figure 6b). In sample B, this line widened
considerably and became a superposition of three lines (see inset in Figure 6b) with an
average value of 6.11 ppm. In addition, a new line appeared at 6.11 ppm. The shape of
the sample B spectrum was the same as for the OHA spectrum given in [48,50]. Two di-
mensional double-quantum correlation spectra made it possible to determine that all these
NMR lines belonged to the phosphate tetrahedrons with different degrees of distortion due
to vacancies [48].

3.6. Solubility

Figure 7 shows that the weight loss for both samples on soaking in water was ap-
proximately identical. The amount of dissolved material increased over time. The average
solubility was 0.003 g/L for sample A and 0.004 g/L for sample B. Apparently, when OA is
placed in water, intensive dehydroxylation occurs, resulting in the transformation of OA
into HA, so all samples become identical. The values of solubility obtained in our case
significantly differed from the literature data for HA (~0.0003 g/L) and OA (~0.087 g/L) [5].
Solubility is largely affected by the conditions for the preparation of the sample (particle
size, density, temperature of calcination), therefore, a comparison of values can be carried
out for only samples tested under identical conditions, as in our case.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, a powder of oxyapatite (OA) was obtained, which is a product of the
dehydroxylation of HA. The absence of hydroxyl groups in the material was shown by IR
and NMR spectroscopy. According to powder X-ray diffraction data, the dehydroxylated
sample showed a decrease in symmetry to triclinic. NMR data indicated distortion of the
environment of the phosphate tetrahedra. At least two variants of the environment of
phosphorus atoms were observed. The experimentally recorded IR spectra of OA also
revealed significant changes in the nearest environment of phosphate tetrahedra. In the
OA spectrum, splitting and shift of the absorption bands of the phosphate group were
observed. To identify the observed absorption bands, the OA structure was optimized and
the IR spectrum was simulated for the structure obtained.

Density functional theory modeling confirmed lowering of symmetry for the OA due
to the presence of an OH vacancy and O atom in the channel formed by Ca cations. The
new absorption bands at 447 and 475 cm−1 were due to vibration of the O atom in the
channel in the plane of three neighboring Ca atoms (correspondingly, 470 and 490 cm−1

were calculated for the OA model). The wide vibration band ν1 contained two components:
a component experimentally observed for the dehydroxylated sample (corresponding
to OA) at 944 and 972 cm−1, and a component calculated for the OA model at 900 and
920 cm−1. The same splitting of ν1 band of PO4 is a distinguishing feature of OA.

The cell parameters modelled for OA agreed well with those measured for the dehy-
droxylated sample: the value of c increased and a decreased upon transition from HA to
OA. This points to the feasibility of the OA atomic model.

Comparison of the formation energies showed the benefit of HA phase formation over
other considered phases. In extreme hydrogen-poor conditions, when there are no H atoms
in the material, the OA phase was most stable, with formation energy higher than the HA
phase, by ~5 eV/cell. Other hydrogen-free phases, namely, tricalcium phosphate (TCP) and
“HA without OH” have a higher formation energy value by ~10 eV/cell, than the value
for HA. The similarity of TCP and “HA without OH” leads to the expected instability of
the structure with an empty OH channel with respect to the phase transition to TCP. Thus,
among the phases without hydrogen, the OA phase is the most favorable.

The trial studies showed that the solubility of OA in water was comparable to that of
HA, which we attributed to the conversion of OA to HA in an aqueous environment. This
observation indicates that OA probably has the same bioresorption properties as HA and
requires further more detailed research.
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